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Executive Summary
Enterprise IT managers today are burdened with the challenge of supporting an ever more distributed workforce using a
variety of bandwidth-hungry applications that are either centralized or accessed in the Cloud, in the face of flat or declining
budgets.
The traditional solution to this problem has been to pay for MPLS connections at all enterprise locations, and augment this
with the deployment of WAN Optimization appliances. While effective for many larger enterprises at delivering acceptable
application performance in the face of enterprise data center consolidation, this approach has a number of cost and
technical challenges that will inhibit more widespread use.
MPLS is very expensive and relatively low bandwidth. The capital cost plus software maintenance costs of WAN
Optimization appliances are hard to justify for many companies and at many locations. The complexity of deployment and
ongoing management of these appliances, as well as the network monitoring / visibility software and databases to go along
with them, make the costs higher still.
On the technical side, while WAN Optimization appliance solutions have been designed to operate well over “clean”
domestic MPLS networks, they are not optimized to work well when using Internet connections or over very long distance
connections where congestion-based packet loss can be a frequent occurrence. They also are not designed to support
Internet-based access to Cloud-based services or SaaS.
Into this breach comes Aryaka’s groundbreaking WAN Optimization as-a-Service™ solution. It combines our Cloud-based,
purpose-built WAN Optimization technology with enterprise-grade connectivity utilizing a dedicated reliable core network
based on globally distributed POPs, and centralized WAN and application-layer visibility. With our unique, multi-segment
architecture, it delivers LAN-like performance over the WAN without the high cost of MPLS or the cost and hassle of
purchased WAN Optimization appliance solutions, all in a single, no CAPEX monthly service.
Our multi-tenant WAN Optimization technology deployed at each of our POPs offers application acceleration proxies for
“chatty” protocols like CIFS and MAPI, data-deduplication and compression for bandwidth scaling, as well as generalized TCP
optimization. An optional network appliance is also available at no additional cost to provide bandwidth scaling at locations
with low bandwidth or high latency links.
Enterprise locations connect to the Aryaka network over existing Internet links (or using direct L2 connections) to one
or more of our POPs, and can be up and running in minutes, not weeks or months. Our global core network with builtin diversity and redundancy provides reliability and stable low latency connectivity across the globe between customer
sites, as well as for accessing Internet-based SaaS and Cloud services, avoiding the “middle mile” congestion problems
that Internet-based connectivity solutions face. With POPs close to end user locations, our patent-pending multi-segment
solution minimizes the impact of packet loss on the first/last mile when it does occur, delivering optimized, predictable
performance. We offer elastic capacity with instant upgrades, so customers can quickly and easily add bandwidth at any
location. The ability to burst above the bandwidth subscribed provides even more capacity without extra cost.
Our web-based MyAryaka™ portal delivers network-wide visibility for both network connectivity and application
performance and usage of the network. And as a fully managed service, we do all of the management, providing 24/7
support via NOCs located on opposite sides of the world.
Aryaka’s WAN Optimization as-a-Service – the complete WAN solution for optimized access to both internal and Cloudbased applications for enterprises of all sizes.
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The Business Problem / Challenges
Enterprise IT managers today are burdened with multiple challenges. Their workforce is more and more globally
distributed, with fewer of their users than ever located at headquarters, and an increasing proportion of users
overseas. The number and variety of applications they need to support continues to increase, while the nature of
those applications is changing as well: more real-time applications like voice and videoconferencing, and interactive
applications like remote desktop or more complex HTTP/HTTPS-based applications. Meanwhile, for security and
regulatory reasons, as well as to reduce computing CAPEX and OpEx costs, most applications and servers are being
consolidated to a small number of data centers, further from the end users who are accessing them.
As CEO and CIO interest in leveraging public Cloud computing services and SaaS increases, Wide Area Network
(WAN) managers need to be able to support these initiatives, while still maintaining the network security, visibility
and control they and their management have come to expect. And while bandwidth demands are growing
substantially each year, most IT budgets are flat or declining. Doubling the bandwidth of expensive private WAN
services like Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) every 12 - 18 months is just not an option for most enterprises.
Whatever the combination of private data centers, public Cloud services and SaaS, the result is that WAN
Managers face a growing demand for network services. They need more bandwidth on their WAN, and application
acceleration, reliability and performance predictability. And they need this both between their own enterprise
locations and while accessing Internet-based SaaS and public Cloud services.

The Traditional Solutions
The traditional approach to the challenge of reliable application performance over the WAN has been to have
distinct solutions, one for reliable site-to-site connectivity and another one for application performance.
Today, most larger enterprises, and some midmarket and smaller ones, use private MPLS network services from
telecom service providers like AT&T, Verizon and BT to obtain their reliable connectivity. Global enterprises
sometimes find they need to buy separate MPLS networks in Asia Pacific or Europe than in North America, either for
connectivity or cost reasons.
Where enterprises cannot cost justify the expense of MPLS for their entire WAN, or perhaps for connections in some
international locations where the cost is prohibitive and deployment can takes months, they typically will use IPSec
VPN connectivity over the public Internet. While IPSec and firewalls address the network-level data security and
connectivity issues, application performance predictability can be quite variable, given the frequent occurrence of
congestion-based packet loss and bouts of high latency on the Internet.
To address the problem of application performance over relatively limited bandwidth wide area networks, WAN
Optimization technology was introduced last decade. Customers have typically deployed WAN Optimization
hardware appliances, called WAN Optimization Controllers (WOCs), at headquarters and data centers sites as well as
at remote locations. These dual-ended, symmetric WOC appliance (or in some cases, “virtual appliance” on standard
server hardware) solutions are usually deployed over MPLS networks.
These WOC solutions typically support a combination of general TCP optimization, compression and disk-based data
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deduplication, and application-specific proxies for protocols like Microsoft’s CIFS (Common Internet File System)
to deal with the problem of “chatty” applications designed for a LAN environment not working well over the WAN.
While the solutions also include other capabilities (e.g. traffic shaping, QoS and application-level traffic monitoring),
these are the features most responsible for both reducing WAN bandwidth consumption and accelerating
applications to provide “LAN-like” performance over the WAN.
The purchased WOC solution has indeed been effective for many larger enterprises at delivering acceptable
application performance in the face of enterprise data center consolidation. Over the course of the past
decade, WAN Optimization has become a multi-billion dollar market. Yet while many large companies have WAN
Optimization equipment deployed at least at some of their locations, analysts estimate that WAN Optimization
appliances are deployed at far less than 10% of potential enterprise locations.
Despite the many significant benefits provided by WAN Optimization, this traditional approach of purchasing WAN
Optimization appliances to deploy over MPLS networks has a number of cost challenges and technical challenges
that are inhibiting more widespread use.

Cost Challenges
There are three primary cost inhibitors to the deployment of WAN Optimization technology today: the hard
dollar cost of appliance purchases plus annual software maintenance, the internal people cost of managing and
maintaining the appliances, and the very high monthly cost of MPLS service.
The capital cost plus ongoing software maintenance costs of WAN Optimization appliances are hard to justify for
many companies and at many locations. For branch offices, the initial purchase cost per location will usually exceed
$10,000. The cost of the appliances for a headquarters or data center will often exceed $50,000, and can be much
higher still, depending on network capacity and on high availability requirements.
And there are more cash costs beyond the cost of purchasing the appliances. Most vendors also charge extra for
enterprise-wide management and/or for the monitoring and visibility software. There are also annual maintenance
costs, which are typically 12% - 17% of the equipment purchase price.
Those are the obvious costs. There are also some that are less obvious. The fixed sizing of appliances can be
problematic. For example, customers may need to upgrade, or actually buy a new more powerful appliance for
their headquarters or data center hardware if they add one too many new remote locations. An equipment upgrade
might be required if adding more bandwidth or there is a significant network topology change. (The alternative of
paying even more up front for a larger-than-necessary fixed-size data center appliance, building for future growth,
is often even more unpleasant). The high margins of network systems vendors mean that add-ons like additional
storage capacity or network interface cards for those data center locations can be very expensive. And even if none
of those things happens, customers will inevitably need to upgrade all their equipment every 3 to 5 years to support
newer functionality.
And don’t think that using virtual appliances will solve the cost problem. Virtual appliance software is priced to
deliver comparable margins to the vendor, and so with the single exception of the cost of hardware add-ons, the
cash costs are not meaningfully different with this approach – and customers then have to deal with the added
OpEx costs with the challenge of support and maintenance of a non-integrated networking system. While virtual
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appliances have their uses, they are no panacea for the cost of WAN Optimization technology.
In addition to the hard dollar costs of the WAN Optimization appliance solution, the “soft” ongoing OpEx costs of
handling the complexity of deploying, managing and maintaining the solution are substantial as well. It takes time
and planning to deploy the equipment. Deployment at branch locations is usually straightforward enough, but at
headquarters or data center locations, planning and executing the insertion of the appliances is frequently complex,
especially when redundancy and high availability are concerns.
After initial installation, the ongoing maintenance begins. Software configuration. Software patches, whether for
security or bug fixes, take time to install. Newer software releases can require time to test, and then usually need
to be pushed out to all locations before coordinating the process of going live. In addition to the software running
on the appliances themselves, there are the separate costs involved in setting up the network-wide monitoring /
visibility software on its own server somewhere, and managing and maintaining that software and hardware, and
backing up the databases that go along with it.
Beyond the cost in terms of time involved in doing ongoing management and maintenance described above,
many midsize and smaller enterprises simply don’t have the technical skills available internally to take on this
management burden even if they were so inclined.
The third major cost problem of the traditional solution is the very high cost of MPLS bandwidth. In North America,
MPLS for branch office connectivity is typically priced at $275 – $600 per Mbps per month, while business class
Internet service from the telecom service providers or cable companies costs a fraction of that. Internationally, MPLS
prices can be as high as $2,500 - $3,000 per Mbps per month in high cost countries like China, India or Brazil. And
while business Internet access costs are often substantially higher internationally than in North America, in most
countries either local direct L2 connections or Internet connectivity, or both, are available at costs far lower than
those of MPLS.
MPLS costs are high enough that some enterprises simply cannot justify paying them. While MPLS bandwidth pricing
is declining somewhat every year, it’s not declining nearly as fast as the price of Internet bandwidth, nor declining
fast enough to offset the increasing demands for WAN bandwidth from larger, rich media-infused file sizes and
newer applications. Bursting above subscribed bandwidth is not an option offered. Even those who have been able
to afford MPLS and have leveraged WAN Optimization as an excellent “one-shot” solution to the need for more WAN
bandwidth now have to figure out how to handle still increasing demands on the network, in particular as the use of
SaaS and public Cloud services increases going forward.

Technical Challenges
WAN Optimization Controller (WOC) appliance solutions have a number of technical challenges to working well in the
age of the Cloud. They are not architected to work well when using Internet links. They are not designed optimally
for use over very long distance international links (Internet or not). And they are not designed to support access to
public Cloud-based services or SaaS accessed over the Internet.
WOC solutions have been designed to operate well over “clean” domestic private MPLS networks that have been
engineered for stable latency and very low packet loss, and work well for delivering on bandwidth conservation on
almost any WAN, but they are not architected to work well over Internet links. In terms of application acceleration,
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they are great at addressing latency in the absence of packet loss. And while they usually continue to add value
even in the face of packet loss, they don’t work nearly as well in terms of delivering consistent high performance
under loss. Congestion-based performance problems resulting in high packet loss rates and variable latency happen
periodically on the Internet, and so these WOC solutions are not actually optimized(!) to work well when using
Internet links.
WOC solutions are not designed optimally for use over very long distance international links. The effects of packet
loss are even larger the greater the distance – and thus typical latency – and may even prevent the use of the full
bandwidth between locations. Advanced techniques which can fully utilize a private WAN under these conditions
cannot be safely used across public Internet connections. And while domestic MPLS connections are low latency and
almost always low-loss, international MPLS connections crossing oceans are not nearly as consistent, occasionally
experiencing congestion-based loss, and sometimes showing higher average latencies than Internet connections.
WOC solutions do add value in these cases, but the results still sometimes leave a lot to be desired.
Finally, WOC solutions are not designed for accelerating or providing predictable performance access to Cloudbased services such as Amazon Web Services, or SaaS applications, accessed over the public Internet. Last decade,
private data center consolidation was the main motivation for many WAN Optimization deployments, so this was not
much of a limitation. As IT sees more value from the use of SaaS and public Cloud computing offerings, such services
are becoming a more important part of the WAN landscape to be supported by the enterprise WAN. Yet without
high, predictable performance access to such services, it will be difficult for many highly distributed enterprises to
adopt them.

The Aryaka Solution
Aryaka’s answer to these challenges is a fundamental architectural shift in the delivery of WAN Optimization
functionality, rethinking the WAN and providing a comprehensive, Cloud-based solution.
Aryaka’s groundbreaking WAN Optimization as-a-Service solution combines our multi-tenant, purpose-built WAN
Optimization technology with enterprise-grade connectivity via a dedicated, reliable, global core network based
on globally distributed POPs and innovative first mile access, and centralized WAN and application layer visibility.

Any Application, Any Location - One Optimized Network
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It delivers LAN-like performance over the enterprise WAN without the expense of MPLS or the cost and hassle of
WAN Optimization appliance solutions, all in a single, no CAPEX monthly service.
Instead of a WOC per customer per location, the solution offers cost effective, scalable and reliable connectivity
between enterprise locations, and when accessing SaaS and public Cloud services.

Purpose-built WAN Optimization Technology
Aryaka’s multi-tenant WAN Optimization technology deployed at each of our POPs offers generalized TCP
optimization, compression and data deduplication for bandwidth scaling, and application acceleration proxies for
“chatty” protocols like CIFS and MAPI.
Instead of having intelligent optimization agents at either end (HQ/data center and branch) and a dumb network
in between, we invert the model using simpler endpoints and an intelligent network. The multi-tenant WAN
Optimization technology uses high performance, scalable servers and software, with data deduplication input/
output handled using encrypted history stores on pools of Solid State Drives (SSDs) that support fast reads, slow
writes and wear leveling.

Any equipment at the headquarters / data center end is optional, needed primarily if the egress/ingress bandwidth
is a bottleneck and highest performance is desired. The equipment at the branch end is there primarily for
bandwidth scaling. This design choice simplifies customer deployment scenarios, eliminating the need for expensive
and challenging-to-insert equipment at headquarters / data center sites.
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Full featured WAN Optimization Functionality
CIFS Optimization: Application-specific proxy for Windows file sharing over the WAN. Combines with compression
and data deduplication algorithms to enable orders of magnitude better performance.
MAPI Optimization: Application-specific proxy for Microsoft Exchange’s email protocol. Combines with compression
and data deduplication algorithms to enhance performance.
HTTP Optimization: HTTP is a very chatty protocol that can perform slowly over the WAN. TCP Optimization,
compression and data deduplication algorithms work together to enhance performance.
FTP Optimization: Application-specific proxy for this common file transfer mechanism, together with compression
and data deduplication algorithms dramatically enhance FTP performance.
Data Deduplication: Aryaka’s Advanced Redundancy Removal™ (ARR™) uses a history buffer to reduce bandwidth
consumed when the same data transmitted more than once.
Compression: Reduce bandwidth consumed transmitting data between locations, even for initial transfers.
TCP Optimization: A set of technologies designed to make all TCP flows work in a more optimized manner across
long distances, including TCP termination, Window Scaling, Selective Acknowledgement, Fast Connection Setup and
more. This is combined with proprietary congestion control and traffic aggregation mechanisms across the network
core which make more optimal use of high bandwidth, high latency connections, enabling transfers at a much
higher, more consistent rate. These capabilities are tied to our patent-pending multi-segment architecture to deliver
better performance across long distances than WOC solutions communicating only between distant appliances can
achieve.

Enterprise-grade Connectivity
Enterprise locations connect into the Aryaka network over existing Internet links (or using a direct L2 connection) to
one or more of our POPs, and can be up and running in minutes, not weeks or months. Our dedicated core network
with built-in diversity and redundancy provides reliability and stable low latency connectivity across the globe
between customer locations, as well as for accessing Internet-based SaaS and Cloud services, avoiding the “middle
mile” congestion problems that Internet-based connectivity solutions face. Our patent-pending multi-segment
solution minimizes the impact of packet loss on the first mile / last mile when it does occur, delivering optimized,
predictable performance.

Aryaka core network based on globally distributed POPs
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The solution offers on-demand capacity with instant upgrades, so customers can quickly and easily add bandwidth
at any location. The ability to burst to above the bandwidth paid for provides even more capacity without extra
cost. A network appliance is also available at no additional cost for low bandwidth or high latency links to provide
bandwidth scaling benefits to those locations.
Dedicated Core Network with QoS and Security
Core Network: Dedicated reliable, low latency core network with built-in diversity and redundancy based on
globally distributed POPs close to end user locations. POP locations are selected based on customer proximity,
network and geographical diversity, and location of peering points to best deliver predictable and reliable high
application performance.
Guaranteed QoS: We honor industry standard QoS markings, protecting voice, video and VDI traffic, allowing
predictable performance independent of traffic offered from other applications.
Security: Enterprise-grade IPSec between customer locations and Aryaka POPs, between POPs, and even available
to Cloud services providers. Aryaka POPs are SSAE 16 compliant, Tier 3 / Tier 4 data centers with biometric entry
systems to ensure very high levels of physical security.
Innovative First and/or Last Mile Access
Customers connect into the Aryaka network to one or more of the nearest POPs with an IPSec-capable edge device
(router or firewall) over their existing business-class Internet connections, and can be up and running in minutes,
not weeks or months. Direct L2 connection to an Aryaka POP is available also, both for those who want guaranteed
last mile performance and lowest possible latency, and for those international geographies where business-class
Internet connections cost substantially more than local L2 access.
Unlike MPLS, which is rate limited at edge routers to the provisioned amounts, Aryaka’s offering allows peaking
or bursting of traffic beyond the provisioned amount. This is especially important for branches where highspeed local loop connectivity can be obtained inexpensively, but cannot be used fully because nationwide or
intercontinental links are expensive at higher speeds. We offer elastic, on-demand capacity enabling instant
upgrades when customers do need to subscribe to additional guaranteed bandwidth.
For those locations with low bandwidth or high latency first mile / last mile links, a network appliance is also
available to provide bandwidth scaling benefits and improved last mile optimization. The Aryaka Network Access
Point (ANAP) is an optional first mile / last mile device offered along with the service at no additional cost. The
flexible capacity device can be the IPSec edge connection to the Aryaka network, and is provisioned and managed
entirely by Aryaka.
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Unique Multi-Segment Architecture
With our multi-segment approach, in addition to centralizing the complexity and management of higher level
WAN Optimization technologies at POP locations, we enable full use of expensive bandwidth and more optimized,
predictable performance for TCP applications running across long distance networks subject to packet loss.
We address the congestion-based loss problems faced by public Internet connections in two different,
complementary ways. With a dedicated, reliable low-loss core network connecting our POPs, we avoid the “middle
mile” congestion problems that Internet-based connectivity frequently faces. With our globally distributed
POPs close to end user locations and using IP connectivity from Tier 1 ISPs, we minimize the amount of first and
last mile congestion experienced. And by performing TCP termination and other TCP optimization functions per
segment from edge to core and between core locations, rather than solely between distant appliances as traditional
WOC appliance solutions do, TCP connections between enterprise locations and Aryaka POPs are optimized to
use available bandwidth and quickly retransmit packets in the face of first and last mile packet loss. Connections
between POPs around the world are optimized for high bandwidth and high latency transfers. Intelligence in the
network enables better, more predictable performance while using Internet access links.
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Access to Cloud Services / SaaS
The benefits of our POP-based approach are particularly evident when it comes to delivering high performance
connectivity to public Cloud-based services and SaaS applications. The same technology used for connecting
enterprise locations to each other is used to deliver accelerated, predictable performance to Cloud-based services.
We enable access to public Cloud services or SaaS by adding a location to your network at one of our POPs at the
same location as, or at least very close to, the colocation facilities where the services are offered, and doing NAT
translation from your private IP addressing to public addresses. Private Cloud services accessible via IPSec VPN
connections are connected directly into the Aryaka network at the closest POP, as another location on the private
WAN. With Amazon Virtual Private Cloud Services, we can even do a direct VLAN connection via dedicated capacity
links to Amazon’s facilities. All three of these approaches deliver much better performance for users at locations
connecting across an ocean, and more predictable performance for users at any of your locations, compared with
using the public Internet on its own.

Centralized WAN and Application Layer Visibility
MyAryaka™ is our web-based customer portal delivering network-wide visibility for wide area network connectivity
and for application performance and usage of the network. It offers centralized access to highly granular, detailed
end-to-end network and application usage reporting on the WAN. It delivers a real-time view of network health.
Network managers can instantly see applications, locations, links, protocol- and port-level statistics to get a clear
picture of network utilization and application performance.
Accessible from any browser, MyAryaka eliminates the need to purchase expensive upgrades, specialized appliances
or third-party monitoring tools.

MyAryaka offers network-wide WAN and application visibility
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Benefits
Aryaka’s WAN Optimization as-a-Service solution offers numerous, substantial benefits to the end user and the
network manager:
As-a-Service delivery model
As-a-service delivery means that all of the WAN Optimization functionality, the core network and the reporting /
visibility software are fully managed by Aryaka, so you don’t need to devote limited internal IT resources for this.
Aryaka provides 24/7 support via NOCs located on opposite sides of the world.
Optimized application performance
Customers get bandwidth conservation and application acceleration benefits similar to those of WAN Optimization
appliances vendor offerings and superior for longer distances – 2-10X TCP Optimization benefits, up to 20-50X
bandwidth scaling, and up to 100X application performance benefits for protocols like CIFS.
Faster deployment
Aryaka takes the hassle out of deploying a WAN Optimization solution. Connecting into the Aryaka network is done
over existing Internet connections, and customers can be up and running in minutes, versus days or weeks to deploy
a WOC solution, and versus the weeks or sometimes months it can take to add a new location to an MPLS network.
Data centers / headquarters locations can avoid the often complicated insertion challenges of deploying WAN
Optimization appliances there. With our on-demand capacity enterprises can quickly and easily add bandwidth at
any location.
Simpler to manage
With WOC solutions, even after they are first deployed, there is also the ongoing time and effort to manage
the devices: implementing patches and software upgrades, software configuration, etc. With Aryaka’s WAN
Optimization as-a-Service, by contrast, we do all of that management of the WAN Optimization software and the
network reporting / visibility and any appliances deployed.
An enterprise-grade global network included
Unlike WOC solutions, Aryaka’s WAN Optimization as-a-Service approach packages a dedicated core network
with built-in diversity and redundancy based on globally distributed POPs together with our Cloud-based WAN
Optimization technology. The core network delivers reliability and stable low latency connectivity across the globe.
With extremely low packet loss across our core, and having POPs close to end user locations, our multi-segment
architecture results in far fewer congestion-based packet loss problems in the “middle” mile than Internet VPN
solutions offer, and far better performance from our WAN Optimization functionality than the customer-owned
WOC at each location approach can deliver when congestion does occur at the first or last mile.
Zero CAPEX with Lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
Aryaka’s WAN Optimization as-a-Service solution has a significantly lower TCO than the purchased WOC alternative,
and far lower cost than purchased WOC plus MPLS service. There are no capital expenditures, no additional network
monitoring/visibility software to buy, no additional maintenance costs, no huge internal OpEx costs of managing
and maintaining network appliances. There are no hidden costs of future hardware upgrades to support future
bandwidth increases or software functionality. And no need for expensive MPLS service. The bandwidth savings
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delivered means that enterprises can postpone their next network connection upgrade. The access links can be
Internet connections means that bandwidth will cost less when buying more is required. The ability to burst beyond
the subscribed bandwidth provides even more capacity without additional cost.
End-to-end WAN and application visibility
As part of the total as-a-service solution, the web-based MyAryaka customer portal for network-wide visibility for
both network connectivity and application performance and usage of the network delivers advanced traffic analysis,
customizable dashboards for both the CIO and the hands-on network manager, and the ability to zoom in to a very
granular view of what is happening over the enterprise WAN, accessible from anywhere over the Internet.
Optimized access to SaaS and public Cloud services
Our WAN Optimization as-a-Service solution was designed from the beginning to provide accelerated, predictable
performance to Cloud-based services and enterprise locations alike, enabling enterprises to migrate more of their
applications to public Cloud computing services and SaaS providers. Using the same network and same technology
as for site-to-site connectivity, enterprises get the consistent, LAN-like performance benefits that WAN Optimization
delivers when accessing public Cloud-based services, while maintaining network reliability and predictability. For
remote users accessing SaaS or Cloud services across an ocean, this can be the difference between acceptable
performance and an unusable application.
The bottom line: Aryaka’s WAN Optimization as-a-Service solution delivers substantial business benefits. Better
application performance at lower cost than WAN Optimization appliances for those with Internet-based enterprise
WANs today; far lower cost with superior access to Cloud-based services than WAN Optimization appliances plus
MPLS connectivity. And in either case, far simpler to manage and faster to deploy.

Conclusion
Historically doing business on a global scale has been complex and costly. Only the largest enterprises could afford
the cost and people resources to deploy WAN optimization technology to all locations on their WAN.
Aryaka’s WAN Optimization as-a-Service solution combines our Cloud-based, purpose-built WAN Optimization
technology with enterprise-grade connectivity via a dedicated core network based on globally distributed POPs, and
centralized WAN and application-layer visibility. It delivers LAN-like performance over the enterprise WAN, to both
internal locations and Internet-based SaaS and public Cloud services, without the high cost of MPLS or the cost and
hassle of purchased WAN Optimization appliance solutions, all in a single, no CAPEX monthly service.
For more information regarding Aryaka’s WAN Optimization as-a-Service solution and how it can improve your
business connectivity and employee productivity while eliminating all CAPEX costs and saving you money, contact us
at 1-877-727-9252 or email us at sales@aryaka.com.

ABOUT ARYAKA:

Aryaka delivers application and network performance for the globally distributed enterprise for better collaboration,
communication and business productivity. Aryaka eliminates the need for costly WAN appliances or long-haul private links.
Aryaka’s premier WAN Optimization as-a-Service accelerates any application to any location on one affordable, optimized
network. Aryaka’s Network as-a-Service provides organizations an optimized network with QoS for instant and reliable business
connectivity. Aryaka’s Application Delivery as-a-Service enables distributed business users to quickly access centralized
enterprise applications and Cloud resources from anywhere in the world. All services provide end-to-end visibility with 24×7
world-class support. To learn more, visit www.aryaka.com. Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and LinkedIn.
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